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Support for Apache Hadoop
The following parties may be available for hire for Hadoop support.

This listing is provided as a reference only. No endorsements are given or implied.

Entries are listed alphabetically by company or last name.

Benipal Technologies - Bangalore, India based Big Data Analytics and High Volume Proprietary Search Provider offers consulting services in 
Search, AI Machine Learning and  / NoSQL.MapReduce
Cloudera Get  - it's free, and we help you optimize your configuration. We also provide  and  for CDH commercial support professional training
Hadoop. Our  is online for free -it consists of video lectures, exercises and a pre-configured  to follow along. Sessions basic training virtual machine
cover , , ,  and more.Hadoop MapReduce Hive Pig
Cloudify - we assist organizations in integrating Cloud Computing into their IT and Business strategies and in building and managing scalable, 
next-generation infrastructure environments (Hadoop, Solr, AWS, distributed architectures).
DataMine Lab Ltd - We are a London based data consulting company specialising in web analytics and online advertising. We work with Hadoop, 
Mahout, Hive, Pentaho and AWS to deliver scalable data analysis on a budget and in record time.
Datasalt - Big Data in the Cloud. Datasalt offers assistance in integrating and developing Big Data and Cloud Computing solutions. Training, 
Consulting and Development. Hadoop as our key technology. Spain based.
Doculibre Inc. Open source and information management consulting. (Lucene, Nutch, Hadoop, Solr, Lius etc.) <info at doculibre.com>
EmblocSoft Hong Kong Asia time zone commercial support for Hadoop and Hbase, including China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and Singapore 
as well as other Asia countries. Open source Big Data consulting. <info at emblocsoft (dot) com>
Hortonworks - our  product is an always free-to-use Hadoop system suitable for production use. We provide training for  and HDP developers admin

,  and consultancy services.istrators support
Impetus - With a strong focus, established thought leadership and open source contributions in the area of Big Data analytics and consulting 
services, Impetus uses its Global Delivery Model to help technology businesses and enterprises evaluate and implement solutions tailored to their 
specific context, without being biased towards a particular solution. More info about Big Data @Impetus
LearnComputer Hadoop Training - offers training courses in Hadoop Development and Administration as well as a non-technical Hadoop 

 course designed for managers and key decision makers.Overview
Marakana Hadoop Training: 3-day training program in San Francisco with  Program is geared to give developers hands-on Srisatish Ambati
working knowledge for harnessing the power of Hadoop in their organizations.
MetrixCloud - provides commercial support, installation, and hosting of Hadoop Clusters. Contact Us.
Nube Technologies - Big Data Integration, deduplication, mining and analysis. Creators of . Provide services for HIHO Hadoop Data Integration
Map Reduce design and implementation using Hadoop and NoSQL databases, cluster setup, content analysis, information extraction and 
retrieval and cloud computing.
Scale Unlimited We provide  and  for big data processing and /  problems, using Hadoop, , consulting training web mining focused crawling Cascading

,  and . We're developers of , an open source web mining toolkit, and are committers for the  content Cassandra Solr Mahout Bixo Apache Tika
analysis & extraction project.
Sematext International - Hadoop, HBase, Big Data Analytics and Search expert consulting and development. Deep expertise with HBase, 
Hadoop, ElasticSearch, Solr, Lucene, Flume, etc. Founded by Otis Gospodnetic,  co-author, Sematext runs  and Lucene in Action Search Analytics

 services (including HBase monitoring) that are built on top of Hadoop, HBase, and Flume.Performance Monitoring
Drawn to Scale focuses on highly scalable architectures and BI with Hadoop, HBase, and Lucene. We also run Hadoop/Linux/Scalability Training, 
and participate in the Seattle Hadoop meetup. <info at drawntoscaleconsulting dot com>
Tinvention -Ingegneria Informatica - Italian Consulting Company, we offer support on open source architecture based on Java, including 
architectures based on Hadoop.
Chris K Wensel Consultant, Mentor, and Instructor with years of practical experience with Cascading, Hadoop, and Amazon Web Services (AWS 

).Case Study
Lead developer of , the core framework behind both  and , and the foundation for many companies in the Cascading Bixo Cascalog
'business of data' (like , , and ).FlightCaster BackType MetaMarkets
Author of the Scale Unlimited .Hadoop BootCamps

LineBee Labs Solr and Hadoop Consulting, Training and Support.
Teknik Data Internet Technologies Ltd. Integration, customization, consulting, development. (Hadoop, Nutch, HDFS, HBase, Solr, Lucene, Flume, 
etc)
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